Introducing the producer's intertemporal optimizing behavior, we extend the Eckalbar Disequilibrium Macro-Model (1985) and reconsider the dynamic features of the modified model. We concern ourselves with the existence of inventory cycles when the expectations are formed adaptively. The endogenous inventory cycle is detected using the Hopf bifurcation theorem in which a bifurcation parameter is an adaptive coefficient. It is also demonstrated that the generated cycle is subcritical.
INTRODUCTION
This study analyzes non-linear dynamics of a simple disequilibrium macro-model with inventories. The main purpose is to investigate what role the profit-maximizing firm plays to generate cyclic inventory dynamics. The model has linear demand and non-linear supply, the latter of which is an outcome of intertemporal profit maximization by the firm. The Hopf bifurcation theorem is used to demonstrate the existence of endogenous inventory cycles. Further, an example is presented to show that the generated cycles are subcritical when the production cost function is linear.
Inventory-theoretic macro-models are developed in the framework of disequilibrium economics. Several stability or unstability results have been established. This study extends Eckalbar (1985) by introducing the optimal behavior of the profit maximizing firm. Eckalbar constructs a continuous-time macro-model in which expectations on sales are adaptively adjusted and establishes the existence of limit cycles, applying the Poincar6-Bendixson theorem. The dynamic system employed is non-linear, but sources of nonlinearity are exogenously determined. That is, lower and upper bounds of variables such as fullemployment output and non-negative employment are exogenously introduced and work to See Honkapohja and Ito (1980) , Simonovits (1982) , Eckalbar (1985) and Franke and Lux (1993). 204 A. MATSUMOTO prevent the unstable behavior from expanding dynamics. Little is known about a source of such globally. In particular, these exogenous variables non-linearity. To go one step further, we condefine switching lines to divide the phase space struct a micro-foundation of the Eckalbar into subregions and make the system a sort of macro-model and shed light on its non-linear dynamical hybrid. Thus, in one region divided by structure in which the optimal behavior of the the switching lines, one unstable subsystem govprofit maximizing firm plays an important role erns the dynamic variables and drives these away for generations of cyclic dynamics.
from the equilibrium point. In another region,
The fundamental characteristics of our model another stable subsystem governs the same variare similar to those of the Zhang model as well ables and drives these back to the region in as the Poston model and thus those of the which the equilibrium point exists. The dynamic Eckalbar model. But there are many deviations variables oscillate back and forth in these refrom these models. First, our model is cast in gions. When the stabilizing force is balanced discrete time, whereas their models are in continagainst the unstabilizing force, the cyclic dyuous time. It is worthwhile to consider a discrete namics can emerge in such models. 
where Co > 0 is the demand for the goods in the case of unemployment and c is the marginal propensity to demand with respect to employment.
Firm
We describe the producer's intertemporal profit maximization behavior in this subsection, y is the quantity of the consumption goods produced by using employed labor, L, with the conventional production function, y=F(L), h is an initial stock of inventory at the start of a decision period and h +1 the inventory carried-over to the following period. Hence the inventory accumula-
s is an expectation on sales that the producer forms before entering the goods market. We assume that
We suppose that our economy is composed of a fixed number of identical producers and of identical consumers. Hence, the analysis focuses on the behavior of the representative producer and the representative consumer, each of whom is taken to reflect the corresponding aggregate behavior.
4The same assumption is made in Honkapohja and Ito (1980) , Simonovits (1982) , and Eckalbar (1985) . 
We make the fixed ratio assumption in order to clarify the firm's contributions to persistent cyclical behavior of inventory.
5 As is seen later in the dynamic analysis, the firm's profit maximizing behavior leads to a non-linear dynamic system even under the fixed-ratio assumption. The producer incurs two types of cost" the cost of producing output and the cost of holding inventory. We denote by C(y) the cost associated with producing y. Labor being the only input for the production function, it is the labor cost. That is, C(y) wF-l(y), where F-(y) is an inverse of the production function and denotes the quantity of labor necessary to produce output, y. We assume that the cost of holding inventory is associated with a deviation of an actual level of inventory from the desired level of inventory, and denote it by H(h-[0. V(h + 1) is the maximum of the expected profit that the producer achieves by employing the best policy from the next period and onwards.
6 It accounts for the discount factor. We make the following assumptions on these functions:
Assumption 1(1) states that the marginal productivity of labor is positive and further employment brings about further but smaller production increases. As a result of this assumption, the marginal cost of production is positive and increasing. Assumption 1(2) states that as an actual level of inventories, h, deviates from the desired level of inventory, h, the cost of holding inventory increases due to the loss of the goodwill for negative deviation (i.e., h </) and due to the increase of the storage cost for positive deviation (i.e., h >/). Further, the convexity is assumed. Assumption 1(3) describes that the imputed real values increases at a decreasing rate as inventories increase.
cost for carrying inventories to the future period, and where A is a Lagrange multiplier associated with the non-negative constraint. An optimal condition for maximizing profit, (7), indicates that the cost of producing one additional unit today and storing it until tomorrow is not less than the revenue gained by selling one unit out of the inventory stock tomorrow. The optimal production depends on the relative magnitude among the initial level of inventory, h, the expectation on sales, s, and a level of inventory, denoted by ho(s), that equates the marginal revenue to the marginal cost of holding inventory. In this case, the first-order condition, (7), leads to no production. That is, if the initial level of inventory is large enough, the cost of holding inventory is over the expected return so that the producer does not produce at all but liquidates stocks of inventory to meet demand for the consumption goods. On the other hand, if h-s < ho(s) holds, the optimal production, denoted by y* (s, h), satisfies the following condition:
-/4'(h +/(% h) ).
Changes in an initial level of inventory and of expectation on sales alter the optimal level of production. A standard comparative statics exercise for the optimal production yields the following effects on the equilibrium production:
Inequality conditions on Eq. (9) indicate that an increase in initial level of inventory reduces production but not the entire amount of the increase. The remaining amount is met with decreases in the optimal inventory carried-over. 9 The change in the expected sales shifts the gt(h+ curve and the C(y) curve, both of which affect the optimal production. If the shift of the curve dominates the shift of the C(y) curve (i.e., fill"> C"), changes in the optimal production is greater than the change in the expected sales, and vice versa. This is what the second inequalities in Eq. (10) We consider determination of actual transactions in the labor market and the goods market. We restrict our analysis to a "Keynesian" state. That is to say, the consumer achieves his desired transaction in the goods market and cannot in the labor market while the producer can achieve his transaction in the labor market and cannot in the goods market. In order to highlight the endogenous non-linearity of the model, we assume that the exogenous amount of labor supply, N, is not a binding constraint in the labor market.
The model functions as follows. At the start of a period, the producer holds an initial stock of inventory, h, and forms a subjective expectation Assumption 1(2) and (3) imply that g'(h+l)>0 for a small enough level of h+ 1, and g'(h+ ) < 0 for a large enough level of h+, and that g"(h+_l)=V"(h+)-H"(h+-h)< 0. Thus there is a level of inventory, ho(s), such that g'(ho(s))=O or v'(h0(s)) H'(ho(S)-).
9We can see this by differentiating the intended inventory accumulation equation in (5) where y is replaced with y*(s,h) and h with the optimal inventory carried-over, h*+ (i.e., Oh*+/Oh + (-Oy*/Oh) 1).
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A. MATSUMOTO on current sales, s. Following the analysis above, the producer determines his desired demand for labor Ld(s,h) while the consumers offers a fixed quantity of labor supply, N. The consumer and the producer meet first in the labor market in which there exists excess supply. According to the min-rule, the demand side of the labor market determines the actual quantity of labor employed, L: L-min{N, Ld(s,h)} Ld(s,h). (13) the following section, we assume a formation of adaptive expectations. That is, the producer adaptively adjusts his expectation according to a difference between demand for the consumption goods and current level of expectation,
where c is the adjustment coefficient and s+l denotes the expectation one period ahead.
After the labor market closes, the consumer chooses his demands for the consumption goods, S(L). Actual employment also determines the current production for output, F(L). The starting stock of inventory is a sum of the current production and initial inventory, h+F(L). This is the supply of the goods that we denote by yS(L).
The producer is assumed to hold enough amount of inventory so that the consumer always realize his desired demand for the consumption goods. Thus the actual sales, Y, is the demand for the consumption goods:
INVENTORY DYNAMICS WITH ADAPTIVE EXPECTATION
In this section we demonstrate that endogenous inventory cycles appear when the speed of expectation adjustment is varied.
1 The dynamic system that governs the expectation on sales, st, and the level of inventory, ht, is st+ st + (y*(st. ht))) st).
ht+l ht-q-y*(st, ht) S(F-l(y*(st, ht))).
At pectation and inventory, (s*, h*), such that y*(s*, h*) S(F l(y,(s*, h*))) and S (F-l(y (s*, h*))) s*.
Graphical Analysis
To make a graphical analysis of the behavior of inventory, ht, we find the locus of (st, ht) points along which the level of inventory is constant.
A time subscript, t, is attached to time-dependent variables hereon.
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This locus, which we call the constant inventory locus, must satisfy y*(st, ht) S(F-l(y*(st, ht))). (17) Determining the slope of the locus by differentiating Eq. (17), we find from (9) and (10) that it has a positive slope in the (st, ht) plane:
To put it another way, output produced equals the quantity demand for (st, ht) on the constant inventory locus. Such an equality holds at a point where the production curve, F(L), crosses the demand curve, S(L). Both curves are increasing at non-increasing rates with respect to L. There will be no intersection, one, or two depending on exogenously determined parameters like prices, wage, autonomous demand, consumer's characteristics, properties of the production function, etc.
We make the following assumption to ensure the intersections.
ASSUMPTION 2 The F(L) curve intersects the S (L) curve twice.
Since F(0)--0 < S(0), Assumption 2 implies that the production curve crosses the demand curve from below and then from left as L increases from zero to infinity. We denote the first intersection by (yl, L1) and the second intersection by (y2, L2) where Yi is output produced with L; (i.e. Yi F(Li) for i-1,2). At these points, the following inequality conditions hold: We can also determine a locus of (st, ht) along which the expectation on sales is constant and will call it the constant expectation locus. Following the first difference equation of the dynamic system, (16), the locus satisfies S(F-(y*(st, h))) st,
As a result of Assumption 2, there are two constant inventory loci: one corresponds to the lower production, y*(s,h)=yl, and the other to the higher production, y*(s, ht) Y2. The constant inventory locus crosses the ht axis for h that satis- 
11Suppose that Y0 satisfies the optimal condition, C'(yo)= V'(yo)-S'(yo). y* (s,, h,) yo is a locus of (st, ht) starting at the origin, (0, 0) in the (s,,h,) plane. In Fig. 1 We plot possible shapes of the constant inventory locus and the constant expectation locus in There are two equilibrium states that we label el, and e2, respectively. At el equilibrium state the lower production, y, takes place (i.e., y*(s*l,h*)= y) while at e 2 equilibrium state the equilibrium production, Y2, takes place (y*(s],h])=yl). Fig. indicate possible movements of trajectories generated by the dynamic system, (16). We can see that e 2 equilibrium is a saddle point and hence unstable except one stable path. As is seen below, the stability of el equilibrium depends on particular values of the adjustment coefficient, c, and of the inventory-expectation ratio,/3. '3 Subtracting (23) We analyze the local stability at each equilibrium mathematically. The Jacobian matrix, which is obtained by a linear Taylor expansion of the system (16) evaluated at the equilibrium point, is (24) The determinant, the trace, and the characteristic equation of (24) 
Arrows in

THEOREM
e2 equilibrium is a saddle point.
Proof Since (1-S'/F')< 0 holds at e2 equilibrium by Assumption 2, < Oy*/Oh < 0, and 0 < Oy*/Os by Eqs. (9) and (10), then it can be verified that (0) (1-S'/F') (Oy*/Oh)< 0 for all cc(0,1). Hence two roots are real and positive. Furthermore one root is greater than unity, and the other is less than unity.
As can be seen in Eq. (22), the slope of the constant expectation locus is either negative or positive according to whether F'/(Oy*/Os) is greater or less than S. By Eq. (1), S=c, the marginal propensity to consume that is assumed to be constant. Both of F and Oy*/Os depend on the inventory-expectation ratio, /3. To emphasize the dependency of Oy*/Os on the value of/3, we denote Oy*/Os by f(fl). Returning to Eq. (10), we define two functions of /3: ()=H"(h+y*-(1 +fl)s) and rl(/3)=C"(y*). Since positive production takes place for /3=0, (0)=0 < r/(0). If we assume that these functions intersect only once, say, for Theorem 2 below states that e equilibrium is locally stable if a value of the adaptive coefficient, c, is confined to an interval, (0, 1), and the inventory-expectation ratio,/3, is not so large.
THEOREM 2 For fl < fl*, equilibrium is stable.
Proof Since F'> S' holds at e equilibrium by Assumption 2, (F'/S')(Oy*/Os) < for/3 < fl* by Assumption 3, and -1 < Oy*/Oh < 0 by Eq. (9), it can be verified that 0 < detJ(c0 < and 0 < tr J(c0 < 2 for all c in an interval, (0, 1). Furthermore, (0)=detJ(c0>0 and (1)=-c(1-S'/ F')(Oy*/Oh) > 0. We then have two cases depend- (Cl] 2 which is positive if tr J(cl) < 2. Substituting (1 c1) (1 S'/F') (Oy*/Oh) cl (1 (S'/U) (Oy*/Os)), which is obtained from detJ(c)= 1, into the second equation of (25), we have trJ(c)= 2 + (1-(S'/U)) (Oy*/Oh)c so that 0 < tr J(c) < 2 for 0 < c1 < 1.
Then we have D(Cl)> 0. Thus there is an adaptive coefficient, c0, in an interval, (0, c1), such that D(c0) 0.
Since c0 and c depend on a value of/3, we denote these by c0() and c1(/3), respectively. Lemma implies c0(/3) < c1(/3). As used in the proof of Lemma l, an alternative expression of detJ(c)--is 1-(S'/F')f(/3) (1 S'/F')(Oy*/Oh) =-()" (27) It can be verified that g(1)=0, g'(cl) < 0. If we assume '(/)>0,14 then c'1(/3)='(/3)/g'(c) < 0. By definition of/3* in Assumption 3 (i.e., (S'/F')f(/3*)= 1), (3")=0 and thus c1(/3") 1.
We summarize these results in 5See Lorenz (1993, Theorem 3.6, p. 96 Taking account of the higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion of the dynamic system, we can compute the stability index of the limit cycle obtained in Theorem 4. To this end, we simplify the model to avoid lengthy calculations and then to make a change of coordinates so that the dynamic system is of the form provided by Wan (1978, Condition (1) assumes a linear production function that consequently implies a linear cost function of production, C(y). We impose conditions (2) and (3) 
